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The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines support your class preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a comprehensive breakdown of topic matter for your entire study process. Created by Steven Emanuel, these course outlines have been relied on by generations of law students. Each title includes both capsule and detailed versions of the critical issues and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are exam questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of cases for all of the leading casebooks. Emanuel Law Outline Features: #1 outline choice among law students Comprehensive review of all major topics Capsule summary of all topics Cross-reference table of cases Time-saving format Great for exam prep
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Customer Reviews

This book breaks down Tort law tremendously. It was highly recommended by a second year law student and it totally helped when it came time for finals. It takes each section of the Prosser and Wade text and breaks it down into the most basic form. I’d recommend to all.

I am hooked on Emanuel Law Outlines and this book on Torts is no exception (I wish they would cost less). This soft covered text is over 500 pages and contains a capsule summary which gives you an overview of the sections which should be read first. Each chapter ends with a quiz (and answers and explanations). The book ends with Essay Exam Tips and Q’s & A’s. What can I say? I love these outlines!
So easy to follow! I have looked through other student's outlines and this one is so much more "to the point" and easy to follow. Vocab/rules/elements are bold followed by a concise definition. There's a page in between the table of contents and cap summary that has a chart of about 5 of the major casebooks and their corresponding pages to the outline, really helpful.

This is a great resource, but is getting quite dated (2002 edition). However, at the used prices here on , it is tough to beat. These Emanuel outlines belong on every law student's shelf. Will get you 95% of the way home - with only some very recent cases omitted.

Did not pay attention the entire semester, could not stand torts. Taught myself from this and got an A, could not have done it without this. It even gives you starting sentences for defining most of the torts, just to get you started.

Great study aid to use along with your class torts textbook. Emanuel boils down the law to the essentials and includes a summary outline in the beginning of the book for easy review and study. You get the law in a simple, concise way, saving you the trouble of trying to distill the law yourself from hundreds of convoluted, wordy opinions. Emanuel saved me from stressing out before midterms and gave me a reasonable grade.

Great to have law book on Kindle - beats carrying around paper text! Will probably purchase more, if available ...

Breaks down torts pretty simply. This comes in really handy when preparing outlines and studying for exams. I'm keeping this to help study for the bar.
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